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Abstract Although anonymizing Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks often means extra cost in terms of transfer efficiency, many
systems try to mask the identities of their users for privacy consideration. By comparison and analysis of existing approaches,
we investigate the properties of unstructured P2P anonymity, and summarize current attack models on these designs. Most
of these approaches are path-based, which require peers to pre-construct anonymous paths before transmission, thus suffering
significant overhead and poor reliability. We also discuss the open problems in this field and propose several future research
directions.
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1 Introduction

Recently, Peer-to-Peer computing (P2P) has become
a promising solution to resource sharing in large scale
distributed networks. Different from the traditional
client/server model, P2P computing is able to aggre-
gate and fully utilize resources from all users instead of
a few central servers.

However, current P2P systems have not ad-
dressed an important issue: how to achieve user’s
anonymity[1−3]. The major anonymity concerned with
P2P users is that the users’ identities and actions can
be revealed by other members. In current P2P sys-
tems, attackers may make use of some flaws, such as
plain-text query, exposed IP address, and direct file-
downloading, to compromise user anonymity. The open
and distributed features of P2P systems make the sit-
uation of user anonymity even worse.

In this paper, we focus on the existing anonymous
approaches in unstructured P2P systems. We pro-
pose a new taxonomy for identifying and describing
those anonymous approaches. The taxonomy catego-
rizes existing works based on the patterns of message
delivery, such that the prime features of anonymous
techniques are explicitly summarized and distinguished.
This paper contributes a comprehensive survey on cur-
rent studies. We also discuss and summarize the chal-
lenges in the anonymous P2P community.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 intro-
duces the background knowledge of anonymity and P2P
systems. Section 3 proposes the taxonomy and outlines

existing approaches. We summarize major attacks tar-
geted on anonymous P2P applications in Section 4. We
discuss open issues in Section 5, and conclude the paper
in Section 6.

2 Background and Fundamental Techniques

Privacy is a basic requirement of secure social behav-
iors such as voting, participating in surveys, reporting
crimes and the like. It is critical to protect the above
actions from prying “eyes” and the illegal surveillance.
The motivation behind anonymity is to protect the pri-
vate information, say privacy, for users. Anonymity
has become a major method of protecting our privacy.
ISO/IEC 15408-2[4] defines the anonymity as follows.
“Anonymity ensures that a user may use a resource or
service without disclosing the user’s identity.” Accord-
ing to this definition, the crucial function of anonymity
is to protect users’ identities. In terms of the com-
puter community, the anonymity requirement is espe-
cially important for those users who want to protect
their personal, private, and sensitive information, such
as the user name, ID, and IP address, during commu-
nication with others.

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) is a creative model motivated
by the requirement to share and cooperate in a large
scale distributed system. Different from the traditional
client/server model, the P2P model fully utilizes the
resources of all nodes in the system instead of only a
small number of central servers. The basic idea of a
P2P model is to build a virtual layer over the applica-
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tion layer or network layer. In such an overlay network,
all hosts, called peers, interconnect with each other,
and cooperate to perform computing tasks and share
resources. Each peer in this overlay is both a server
and a client, that is, all peers are both the resource
consumers and providers. Currently, file sharing is the
most popular application in P2P systems.

P2P systems can be divided into two types: struc-
tured P2P and unstructured P2P.

Structured P2P systems, such as Chord[5], Pastry[6],
Tapestry[7], CAN[8], map each node as well as the index
information of each resource into a position in a highly
organized structure. The structure, usually a ring,
is constructed by using a globally consistent scheme
such as Distributed Hash Table (DHT). Because of the
highly organized DHT, routing a query to desired re-
sources in structured P2P systems is very efficient, even
if the resource is rare. However, two main drawbacks
limit the implementation of structured P2P. First, the
structured P2P cannot support the fuzzy query since
all queries should be hashed before issuance. Second,
the construction and maintenance of the DHT struc-
ture introduce large overhead to individual peers. In
addition, each peer has to store the index information
of those resources which are belonging to other peers.

Unstructured P2P file sharing systems, such as
Napster[9], KaZaA[10], BitTorrent[11], and Gnutella[12],
are more popular. Peers are simply interconnected in an
ad hoc pattern and there does not exist any structured
pattern in these systems. In this survey, we will mainly
focus on the unstructured P2P systems[13,14]. Unstruc-
tured P2P systems can be classified into three cate-
gories: centralized, decentralized, and hybrid. A cen-
tralized unstructured P2P system, such as Napster[9],
holds one or more centralized servers to provide re-
source index services. Those servers maintain index
lists of available resources of all peers. Each peer sends
requests for desired resources, called queries, to the in-
dex servers. For each query, index servers search in

the maintained index lists and reply a result to the re-
questing peer. The response includes the description of
resources and providers’ IP addresses. Upon responses,
the requesting peer chooses a desired responder and di-
rectly contacts the responder to download the resource.
Fig.1 depicts this procedure. Centralized P2P benefits
from the efficient search performed by index servers.
However, the overt drawback is that index servers are
vulnerable to single point of failures and denial of ser-
vice attacks.

As for decentralized unstructured P2P sy-
stems[13,15], they remove index servers and are widely
deployed[16]. Instead of processing queries in a central-
ized manner, peers usually employ a flooding mecha-
nism to issue queries. As the example shown in Fig.2,
each requesting peer broadcasts a query to its neighbor-
ing peers. The query is broadcast and rebroadcast in
the system, which is called a flooding procedure. Each
peer caches a local routing table for relaying queries.
If a peer within the flooding scope has a matched ob-
ject, it becomes a responder. All responders deliver
their responses to the requesting peer. Each response
is delivered along the reversed path of the query mes-
sage until it reaches the requesting peer. The initiator
then selects a desired responder and directly downloads
the resource from the chosen responder. To keep the
flooding scalable, a TTL (Time-To-Live counter) value
is set in the query message to constrain the hops it
traverses. The decentralized model is more reliable
than the centralized model due to the elimination of
centralized servers. However, the flooding search incurs
a large amount of traffic cost and degrades the search
efficiency[17−19].

Combining the advantages of the centralized and
decentralized models, the “hybrid” unstructured P2P
model[20] improves the search efficiency while maintain-
ing the reliability. The hybrid unstructured P2P com-
prises a larger number of small groups, as shown in
Fig.3. Each group is a small centralized P2P system,

Fig.1. Centralized P2P. Fig.2. Decentralized P2P. Fig.3. Hybrid P2P.
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with a group leader, called super peer, behaving as the
index server for other group members. All super peers
are organized into a decentralized overlay. The most
successful application in this category is KaZaA[10].
The same adoption is also recently seen in Gnutella.

Anonymity in P2P systems includes publishing
anonymity, sending anonymity (initiator anonymity),
and receiving anonymity (responder anonymity). Pub-
lishing anonymity usually means that users create
something without being discovered. Such a re-
quirement is also called the censorship-resistance,
which is mostly concerned with free resource shar-
ing systems. The sender/receiver anonymity protects
senders/receivers from being exposed to other enti-
ties during the message delivery. These two require-
ments usually merge together to provide a complete
anonymity. In addition, to protect the transferred
data, cryptographic operations are performed in the
message delivery. Thus, a complete anonymity com-
prises sending anonymity, receiving anonymity, and se-
cure transmissions among participants. We call it a
mutual anonymity.

The designs of unstructured P2P models do not
provide complete anonymity solutions to users. First,
without any cryptographic operations, peer identities
are exposed to their neighbors during communications.
The peer anonymity will be compromised when there
are eavesdropping neighbors. In addition, attackers also
make use of some control information of the packets
to locate peers. For example, Gnutella uses a TTL
counter, initially 7 hops, to limit the flooding scope in
query packets. The value in this counter will be sub-
tracted by one after each relaying until it becomes zero.
When an attacker receives a query with 6 hops, it can
immediately deduce that the upstream node must be
an initiator.

To enhance the users’ privacy, existing anonymous
approaches have adopted cryptographic techniques in
P2P systems, including random number, hash function,
cipher, multicast and broadcast, and secret sharing.
Those techniques are employed to provide the confi-
dentiality, message integrity, and anonymous delivery.

3 Taxonomy of Unstructured P2P Anonymous
Approaches

Previous taxonomies[21−23] mainly focus on the
method of choosing anonymous agents or the routing
pattern. Although choosing anonymous agents is im-
portant in the construction of anonymous channels, ex-
isting taxonomies are coarsely granular and not com-
prehensive. As we mentioned before, the ultimate goal
of anonymous P2P applications is to hide the user iden-

tities, such as the user’s ID and IP address. To accom-
plish this purpose, researchers focus on anonymizing the
message transmission, since the communications among
users are completed via the message delivery. In fact,
anonymity can be regarded as a special encryption on
the messages to conceal correlations between the mes-
sages and the senders. The anonymizing process is per-
formed during publishing, communicating, searching,
and retrieving. Therefore, protecting the messages in
communication is essential for anonymity. We propose
a new taxonomy based on the treatment pattern to mes-
sages in the anonymizing procedure. Our taxonomy
provides an insight, comprehensive, and finely granular
investigation on existing anonymous approaches.

On the basis of our taxonomy, the existing anony-
mous approaches in unstructured P2P systems can be
divided into three categories: unimessage-based, split
message-based, and replicated message-based. Briefly
speaking, a unimessage-based approach delivers each
message as a single one. Thus, the number of messages
will not be changed. Split message-based approaches,
however, divide each message to fragments, and the re-
ceiver can only recover the original message by collect-
ing enough fragments. Replicated message-based ap-
proaches, however, replicate each message to multiple
copies and spread them in the system.

3.1 Unimessage-Based Approach

Most anonymous approaches are belonging to this
category. They achieve anonymity by subtly encrypt-
ing messages and assigning a single anonymous path
for the message delivery. The term “unimessage-based”
comes from the observation that a message is handled
as an entire packet during the anonymous communi-
cation in those approaches. The main objective be-
hind unimessage-based approaches is to hide the path.
Works in this category are also called path-based ap-
proaches. They pre-construct anonymous paths before
transmission. The basic versions of unimessage-based
approaches are Mix or Onion Routing, as illustrated
in Fig.4. In this example, the sender I transmits data
through a path: I → 1 → 2 → 3 → R. The path is hid-
den, using a layer-encrypted data structure. The objec-
tive of this layer-encrypted data structure is that each
node in the path only knows its successor’s IP address
and has no knowledge about I’s IP address and the con-
tent of the message. R can recover the data, but does
not know I’s IP address. I organizes the packet in the
following way. The innermost layer includes the IP ad-
dress of R, the receiver, and the original data encrypted
using R’s public key. I then wraps this layer by encrypt-
ing it using the public key of R’s predecessor. Along
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the reversed sequence of the nodes in the path, I keeps
wrapping the packet in such a layer-encrypted pattern
until it reaches the first intermediate node, node 1 in the
example in Fig.4. Thus, each intermediate node in the
path is related to a layer encrypted using its public key
in the packet. The layer includes the IP address of this
intermediate’s successor and an encrypted inner layer.
During transmission, each intermediate node decrypts
the received packet using its own private key. It then
gets an inner layer and the successor’s IP address. To
the intermediate node, the inner layer is a garbage be-
cause this layer is encrypted using the successor’s public
key. The only thing this intermediate node can do is to
forward the inner layer payload to the successor. This
procedure continues until the innermost layer reaches
the destination node. In this way, the path is hidden
from all nodes, including R and all intermediate nodes,
except I. I hereby achieves the sender anonymity in
this procedure. Unimessage-based approaches do not
replicate messages so that message delivery incurs low
traffic overhead.

Fig.4. Mix and Onion Routing.

The unimessage-based approaches can be further
subdivided into three groups: fundamental path-
based, probability-based, and mimic traffic-enhanced
approaches. Works in the first group achieve the anony-
mous transmission by directly implementing the basic
Mix or Onion Routing scheme to construct anonymous
paths. To enhance the unlinkability of forwarding, the
approaches in the second group perform a probability-
based delivery mechanism along the anonymous paths.
The third group includes those approaches which em-
ploy mimic traffics in the anonymous transmission to
further obscure the observers.

3.1.1 Fundamental Path-Based Approach

Fundamental path-based approaches employ Mix or
Onion Routing technique to build the anonymous sys-

tem. We outline the essential features of the fundamen-
tal path-based approaches by discussing two represen-
tative protocols: APFS[24] and Tor[25].

APFS[24] deploys a bootstrapping node called coor-
dinator to deal with the anonymous path construction.
This node must be always online. It provides a list
of online peers to fresh peers for constructing anony-
mous paths. Each peer constructs an onion path point-
ing to another peer, called tail node, which acts as an
anonymous transferring agent. Some peers volunteer
to become servers to index the resources of the system.
Server peers post their tail nodes to the coordinator.
Thus, the client peers can upload their resource lists
and requests to the server peers through onion paths.
The response messages and the target file are also de-
livered through the onion paths. Therefore, APFS pro-
vides anonymous file retrieval service to the P2P sys-
tems. APFS also performs a multicast as a replacement
for the coordinator to strengthen the reliability.

Tor[25] is an advanced version of Onion Routing.
Instead of using a single layered encryption packet,
say an onion, Tor implements an incremental path-
construction in which the initiator extends the path
hop by hop and negotiates session keys with each in-
termediate node on the path. As a benefit, the anony-
mous transmission is more reliable since the interme-
diate nodes on the path are online after the path con-
struction. Tor is more convenient than Onion Routing
in supporting TCP-based applications.

Other researches adopting the fundamental path-
based idea include: MorphMix[26] and GAP[27].
MorphMix[26] focuses on enlarging the anonymous
proxy group to improve the anonymity. Each Mor-
phMix client is a Mix node in the system so that the
anonymous proxy group is extended to the entire sys-
tem. As a result, the anonymity set, which includes
all possible initiators, is the entire system. This design
augments the difficulty in guessing the initiator identity
since the number of suspected nodes is maximized from
the observers’ perspective. GAP[27] allows censorship-
resistant file-sharing over a Mix-based network.

3.1.2 Probability-Based Approach

A number of path-based approaches such as
Crowds[28], Shortcut[29], and AP3[30] allow the inter-
mediate nodes on anonymous paths to perform a prob-
abilistic forwarding to strengthen user anonymity. We
define them as probability-based approaches.

Crowds[28] is an anonymous web transaction pro-
tocol. Crowds only provides sender anonymity.
In Crowds, each intermediate node, called jondo,
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randomly chooses a successor to forward the request,
or directly deliver the message to the destination. Each
link in Crowds is protected by performing a symmetric
cipher. This mechanism is widely used for achieving
sender anonymity. The key negotiation and distribu-
tion among peers increase the complexity of Crowds
and incurs much overhead.

Shortcut[29] outperforms existing unimessage-based
forwarding works in reducing the communication la-
tency and response time. In this protocol, peers still
achieve anonymity via onion paths. For anonymous
replying, an initiator establishes an onion-based reply
block, called re-mailer, and encapsulates it into the
query. Such a re-mailer is an anonymous return path.
Then the query is probabilistically forwarded in the sys-
tem. Each peer that receives the query either acts as a
reply agent or continues forwarding the query based on
a probability. If a peer acts as the reply agent for the
initiator, it adds its IP address in the query message
and forwards this message to a randomly chosen neigh-
bor. From this point, each node receiving the packet
either forwards the packet to a randomly chosen node,
or floods this query into the system, based on a prob-
ability. Upon a request, a responder builds an onion
path to anonymously send the file to the reply agent.
The file is then delivered along the re-mailer until it
reaches the initiator. The key contribution of this work
is that the length of the response path is usually much
shorter than that of the requesting path by using the
re-mailer.

AP3 [30] is similar to Crowds but operates on top of
application layer. In AP3, each node can be mapped to
a key, which is a kind of coordinates. An intermediate
node flips a weighted coin to decide whether it sends the
received message to the intended recipient. If not, this
node chooses a random key and delivers the message to
the neighbor that is “closest” to the key. In AP3, all
nodes keep a local routing table to cache the message
route information so that the response can be delivered
via the reversed path of the anonymous channel.

3.1.3 Mimic Traffic-Enhanced Approach

Another improvement to the fundamental path-
based technique is to introduce mimic traffic to the sys-
tem. The mimic traffic can help hide the data flows in
P2P overlay such that it is difficult to distinguish the
real flow from those noisy ones.

Tarzan[31] provides a best-effort delivery service over
IP layer. Each node of Tarzan is based on fundamen-
tal path-based technique to anonymously deliver mes-
sages. Different from onion routing which only pro-

vides a small proxy set, each Tarzan peer involves all
other nodes in its proxy set. To accomplish this, Tarzan
uses a gossip-based protocol for proxy discovery. The
most elegant design in Tarzan is to inject mimic traf-
fics to communication links to protect real data flows
against eavesdropping. In Tarzan’s topology, each node
establishes k bidirectional links with k neighbors. All
nodes maintain and balance the mimic traffics accord-
ing to a number of criteria to shape the traffic into
a time-invariant pattern. This defends the real traffic
against being distinguished from the mimic ones. How-
ever, Tarzan’s architecture is insufficient to guarantee
a rapid flux in P2P systems. Tarzan’s proxy discovery
scheme and key exchange mechanism also incur signif-
icant amount of traffic.

D. Liu et al. proposed a procedure to normalize
the traffic pattern with anonymity concerns[32]. Their
main strategy of shaping the dummy traffic is similar
to Tarzan. The basic idea is also to send both real and
mimic packets over encrypted links with constant size
and interval between them. In addition, they also sim-
ply generate each mimic packet by splitting the last real
packet into two fragments and permuting them as a new
packet. The splitting position of the last real packet is
randomly chosen. This method improves the efficiency
of generating mimic traffic. However, it is not secure
as the way to encapsulate the entire mimic packet with
random bits.

The mimic traffic mechanism[31−33] significantly im-
proves the anonymity for users. However, the mimic
traffic inevitably incurs a large amount of traffic over-
head.

Note that our taxonomy method for unimessage-
based approaches is based on their most characteris-
tic features in the anonymity achievement. Some ap-
proaches are in the interaction of above three sub-
groups. For example, Tarzan employs both the ba-
sic Onion Routing and mimic traffic to enhance the
anonymity.

In summary, unimessage-based approaches incur the
lowest traffic overhead. They also provide a high
anonymity guarantee because both the messages and
message delivery paths are encrypted. They, however,
suffer a number of drawbacks. First, an initiating peer
must obtain enough proxies to pre-construct anony-
mous paths, which is reluctant especially for those fresh
peers. Second, the anonymous paths are not reliable
and difficult to maintain. An initiator is not aware of
the availability of the chosen proxies. Because of the
high dynamic nature, P2P systems cannot guarantee
that each chosen proxy on the paths is active during the
message transmission. Finally, the computational cost
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of cryptographic operations is high due to hop-by-hop
asymmetric key-based encryption/decryption mecha-
nism.

3.2 Split Message-Based Approach

Split message-based approaches employ secret shar-
ing scheme to achieve anonymity. The secret sharing
scheme splits a secret into several fragments, called
shares, and distributes them to individual users. A
threshold is set for secret reconstruction. The number
of collected shares must be equal to or larger than that
of the thresholds such that the secret can be recovered.
In P2P systems, secret sharing can be employed to
achieve publishing anonymity. We define those anony-
mous approaches are split message-based if they utilize
the secret sharing like schemes to divide a message into
multiple fragments to achieve user anonymity.

Free Haven[34] is an anonymous publication and stor-
age system providing a censorship-resistance for users.
Free Haven employs Information Dispersal Algorithm
(IDA), a kind of secret sharing scheme, to break the
file into fragments. A single fragment will not dis-
close the publisher ID and content of the file. The
anonymous communication is constructed via Mix tech-
nique. A community of servers, known as a servnet in
Free Haven, host and exchange fragments with others.
When a provider publishes a document, it splits files
by using IDA, sets a threshold for file reconstruction,
marks the fragments with a unique ID, and uploads
the shares to one of the servnets. Servnets publish re-
ceived shares and exchange some fragments with other
servnets. A requester issues a query containing the
ID of desired file to any servnet. The servnet floods
the request and receives the fragments replied from re-
sponding servnets. The fragments are delivered via
Mix-based anonymous paths. Free Haven infrastruc-
ture provides a reliable data retrieval for users via the
redundant fragments. As a tradeoff, both the fragments
trading procedure and fragments storage may incur sig-
nificant overheads to the system.

SSMP [35] provides mutual anonymity to unstruc-
tured P2P systems. The authors suggested to perform
the secret sharing scheme in the query issuance and
file downloading. In SSMP, instead of directly issu-
ing a query, an initiator splits the query into shares
and sends them to a number of neighbors. The shares
are then flooded in the system. To keep the traffic
overhead caused by share flooding, SSMP employs a
probability-based flooding, in which each intermediate
node either sends a share to a randomly chosen neigh-
bor or broadcasts the share. The decision making is
based on a probability. Once a node collects enough

shares, it can recover the query and flood this query to
the system. SSMP also adopts the similar idea on the
file delivery. The cryptographic computation overhead
is relatively small because the secret sharing scheme
causes a smaller computation overhead than the asym-
metric key-based ciphers such as RSA (proposed by Ron
Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman). However,
this work still suffers a large traffic overhead caused by
share flooding. PUZZLE[36], which extends SSMP to
mobile P2Ps, mitigates this problem because the flood-
ing is a fundamental communication pattern in mobile
environments.

RR[37] is a mutual anonymity protocol aimed at re-
ducing the overhead as well as improving the reliability
of anonymous P2P systems. Rumor Riding (RR) pro-
tocol is based on a random walk scheme. RR does not
need to construct asymmetric cipher encrypted anony-
mous paths such that it greatly decreases overhead
in anonymous communications. RR employs AES, a
symmetric key cipher to perform encryption. Instead
of only sending the cipher like path-based approaches,
RR drives both the cipher and key of a message ran-
domly walking in the P2P systems. The cipher and
key are called cipher rumor and key rumor, respec-
tively. RR allows each peer to adaptively determine
the length of rumors to guarantee a pair of rumors to
meet with a high probability. The peer that receives
a pair of rumors can recover the original query. This
peer then floods the query on behalf of the unknown
initiating peer. Similarly, RR achieves anonymity for
the response, confirmation, and file-downloading pro-
cedures in a query cycle. The highlights of RR in-
clude: low cryptographic overhead due to the usage
of symmetric key cipher, low traffic overhead due to
small amount of rumors compared to secret sharing-
based approaches, reliable anonymous communication,
and high anonymity guarantee. Since all the intermedi-
ate nodes randomly choose the successor for a received
rumor, different rumors would be delivered along dif-
ferent paths. In contrast, anonymous paths are fixed in
most of unimessage-based approaches. Thus, some at-
tack methods which are effective to unimessage-based
approaches would be infeasible to RR.

The splitting message-based approaches[35,37−40]

provide a promising direction in solving the anonymity
problem. Users may assign arbitrary anonymous sets
and deliver messages by implementing the secret shar-
ing distribution or random walk mechanism. However,
the efficiency is still a challenging issue in this category.

3.3 Replicated Message-Based Approach

In this category, researchers implement broadcast
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and multicast to achieve anonymity. An example might
illustrate it well. Suppose two partners want to com-
municate anonymously with each other in an open en-
vironment. They can speak loudly in such a jargon that
only they can understand the meaning of the sentences.
Thus, even though other people within the sound scope
can hear the talking, they cannot understand the con-
tent of the conversation.

To hide the content of the message, users usually
perform encryption to the messages using the receiver’s
public key. Thus, only desired receivers can recover the
original data. In such a procedure, we find that the
messages are propagated into replicate copies, and usu-
ally delivered by broadcasting or multicasting.

Fig.5. Logical binary tree of P5.

P5[41] is the representative work in this category. In
P5, all participants in the same broadcasting group,
termed as a “channel” in this paper, send fixed-length
packets at a fixed rate. In this channel, each message is
encrypted using the receiver’s public key and is broad-
casted to all the other peers. Although all the peers
can receive this message, only the receivers can recover
the message. The receivers, however, do not know the
senders’ identities since it is possible that any other
peer can send this message to them. To disabled attack-
ers from traffic analysis, P5 introduces noise packets to
keep a fixed transmitting rate for each user. P5 also
designs a clever hierarchical binary tree to partition all
users into different broadcasting groups, as shown in
Fig.5. In this binary tree, each logic node represents
a broadcast group, say a channel. Each group ID con-
sists of two items: a bit-string and a mask. The mask
means the bit number of the corresponding bit-string.
When a user joins the system, it first calculates a hash
value of his public key, for example 001 · · · 010. Then it
randomly selects a mask (2 in Fig.5), and compares the
first sub-bit-string of its hash value of the public key
(the users’ sub-string is 00 in Fig.5). It can uniquely
locate a group with a matched ID (00/2 for the exam-
ple in Fig.5). Therefore, each peer can join a number of
groups in this way. The broadcasting rules are as fol-
lows. Any message sent to a group is forwarded to all
members of this group, all groups in its subtree, and all

upstream groups tracing back to the root. On the basis
of this design, users can choose the scope of broadcast-
ing on a tradeoff between anonymity and the commu-
nication efficiency. However, a sender only knows to
which group the receiver may be belonging, but has no
idea which specific group the receiver really stays. Due
to the elegant design of channels and hierarchy overlaid
spanning trees, P5 genuinely reduces some of the traffic
caused by broadcasting.

Fig.6. Hordes’ infrastructure.

Hordes[42] provides sender anonymity by adopting
the Crowds probabilistic forwarding mechanism, and
achieves receiver anonymity by performing a multicast
transmission. Fig.6 presents the main infrastructure of
Hordes. Since the replying path is the shortest multi-
cast path from the responder to the initiator, Hordes
significantly reduces the response time. However, peers
in Hordes must participate in the multicast relaying,
which incurs a huge traffic and wastes the bandwidth.

Other replicate message-based approaches[43,44] also
need some kinds of broadcast or multicast channels.
However, the utility of this kind of work is rigor-
ously constrained due to the huge number of redun-
dant messages caused by the broadcast and multicast.
Meanwhile, since each node has to decrypt all the re-
ceived packets, the cryptographic overhead is accord-
ingly tremendous.

3.4 Anonymity in Structured P2P Systems

Besides the unstructured P2P systems, structured
P2P systems[6−9,45] also gain much concern. The struc-
tured P2P systems usually employ a Distributed Hash
Table (DHT) to build a location-mapping structure.
The system maps each node and file to a specific posi-
tion in the DHT-based structure, and performs expo-
nentially incremental routing algorithm to search the
desired items. Searching a given item in such a struc-
ture needs log(n) steps, where n is the number of nodes
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Table 1. Comparison Between Representative Approaches

Approaches Type Anonymity Overhead Reliability Efficiency

APFS UniMsg(Fun) High Medium Low Medium

Tor UniMsg(Fun) High Medium Low Medium

Crowds UniMsg(Pro) Medium Low Low Medium

Shortcut UniMsg(Pro) High Low Low Medium

Tarzen UniMsg(Mim) High High Medium Low

Free Haven SplMsg High High High Low

SSMP SplMsg Medium High High Low

P5 RepMsg High(Adaptive) Very High High Low

Hordes RepMsg High Very High High Low

Note: UniMsg: unimessage-based; Fun: fundamental path-based; Pro: probability-based; Mim: mimic traffic enhanced;

Splmsg: split message-based; RepMsg: replicate message-based.

in the system. This is the most outstanding feature of
structured P2P systems. DHT gives latency bounds of
the search procedure in distributed networks.

Unfortunately, structured P2P systems are not prac-
tical. The main reason is that nodes are uniformly dis-
tributed over the DHT structure, while in practice this
logic structure does not match the underlying network.
In terms of anonymity, the structured P2P systems
have to pay more efforts to achieve the same anonymity
than in unstructured systems. Since DHT structure is
widely-known, adversaries can pre-calculate the posi-
tion where the content should be published. In addi-
tion, the mapping mechanism in structured P2P sys-
tems allows adversaries to easily locate each node’s po-
sition in the structure. Thus, the anonymity in struc-
tured P2P is at least as the same challenging as in
the unstructured P2P systems. On the other hand,
anonymity also incurs extra overhead in structured
P2P systems. Existing anonymous approaches[46,47] in
structured P2P systems do not outperform those in un-
structured systems, either in terms of the anonymity
degree or the system performance. Since we just focus
on the unstructured P2P systems, the deeper discus-
sion about the anonymity in structured P2P is out of
our scope.

4 Attacking Attempts in Anonymous Systems

Anonymous P2P applications also suffer different at-
tacks. The attackers may be system members or intrud-
ers from outside. The ultimate target is to locate the
sender, receiver, and find what they are transferring.
Individual attackers may collaborate to make their at-
tacks more effective. For attackers, the topology of
the P2P system is very important, because the overlay
topology provides the attacker with necessary knowl-
edge about the system connection and data transfer,

and having a closer distance between attackers and vic-
tims reduces the difficulty of detection.

Attackers’ behaviors can be classified as follows.
Time-to-Live Attacks: time-to-live (TTL) counters

determine the maximum number of hops for a message
to traverse. The TTL value of a message is decremented
at each node in the P2P systems to prevent infinite de-
livery. As mentioned previously, attackers may make
use of this information to locate the message sender.
The detection is more effective when the TTL value is
small. For example, in Gnutella, if a malicious node
receives a query message with a TTL value as 6 (the
default TTL value is set to 7), the node can immedi-
ately deduce a conclusion that its predecessor of the
query message is the initiator. In contrast, this method
might not work if the system allows a changeable TTL
value. Another effective protection is to enlarge the
TTL value. From the attackers’ view, a message with
a large TTL value indicates the message has been re-
layed many hops. Tracing back to the initiator along
such a “long path” is very difficult for attackers unless
they own the global knowledge of system communica-
tions. Note the TTL attacking method is simple but
very effective in non-anonymized P2P systems.

Cumulative and Statistical Attacks: any attacker
can collect statistical data over a long time. When
a sender repeatedly communicates with a receiver via
fixed anonymous channels in a long period, the fre-
quency of the initiator’s appearances may expose their
identities. Attackers accumulate knowledge obtained
from the observation to locate the participants. The
cumulative and statistical attacks are the main threats
against the anonymous P2P systems. So far, a large
number of prior approaches are based on this method.

The time and traffic analysis are two representative
attacking models. Attackers may observe two suspected
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flows in the system and check the correlation between
them. The interval between two successive packets and
the latency of packets are all such information to be
used for analysis of whether two flows are belonging to
one anonymous transmission. Similarly, attackers can
detect traffic information among the suspect objects.
Especially, attackers may intentionally clog or delay the
flows to impose some shaping traffic if they are exactly
in the transferring paths. Therefore, the adversaries
can easily locate the identities of participants based on
those correlations.

More specifically, Wright et al.[48] proposed a pre-
decessor attack and investigate how effective this at-
tack is when attacking anonymous system. The au-
thors presented a series of upper bounds of rounds re-
quired for significantly degrading users’ anonymity in
current anonymous systems. V. Shmatikov proposed
a probabilistic model checker, PRISM, to degrade the
user anonymity in Crowds[49]. An interesting result is
that a large Crowds system may help the attacker to
locate the initiator. Y. Zhu et al.[50] proposed a model
to measure the anonymity degree in terms of entropy,
and report the relationship between anonymity degree
and the capacity of anonymity-based covert channels.
Y. Guan et al.[51] also gave a quantitative analysis to
anonymous communication systems. They show that
longer or complicated paths are better than shorter or
simple ones and increasing the number of compromised
nodes may cause the anonymity degradation. Note
above two works are based on general anonymous sys-
tems. B. N. Levine et al.[52] presented a technique to
thwart timing attacks in Mix-based systems. A. Serjan-
tov and P. Sewell[53] investigated the time analysis for
connection-based systems, e.g., Mix-based systems. X.
Fu et al.[54,55] proposed several attacking models based
on traffic analysis, which are effective to thwart the
anonymity in both wired and wireless systems. Espe-
cially, the authors in these works point out that the
traffic analysis attack may still potentially compromise
the anonymity even though the padding method or
mimic traffic is adopted. There are also a number of
researchers[56,57] focusing on the traffic analysis attacks
on real-time anonymous communication networks, for
example, Tor, which can also be used in P2P systems.

To defend against such attacks, previous work usu-
ally keeps the probabilities of all interactive behaviors
to be equal likely. However, adversaries may perform
active attacks to the anonymous transmission channels
such as modifying or dropping packets so that the re-
ceivers have to re-establish a connection. In this case,
attackers may also be able to gain extra information
they need for statistical analyses.

Research in attacks discussed above still stays in a
preliminary phase. To our knowledge, most attacks to
anonymous P2P applications derive from previous at-
tacks to the Internet applications such as anonymous
Email and Browser. Current attacks to anonymous
P2P systems are not effective and are far away from
practical deployments. First, most anonymous P2P
systems have not been widely deployed yet. Second,
the most important problem of those attacks in P2P
systems is the difficulty of the attacker’s observation.
In current anonymous studies, a strong assumption for
the attackers is that they can obtain a global knowledge
of the whole system. This assumption is set in this way
so that researchers can calculate the low bound of the
user anonymity degree in those approaches. However,
it is almost impractical or extremely difficult for at-
tackers in real P2P systems, which lack any centralized
mechanism, to collect such global information. Even if
the attackers can achieve a kind of global information,
the data collection and computation cost is extremely
high in large scale P2P systems. Third, the evaluation
of attack efforts cannot guarantee a high accuracy. The
reason is similar to the evaluation of the anonymity de-
gree, which will be discussed in the next section. Last,
the data reflecting attacking results is very difficult to
collect. So far, the log data and record for any attacks
on the anonymity are scarcely seen in unstructured P2P
systems. To further investigate the properties and ef-
forts of those attacks, researchers are encouraged to im-
plement those methods in real systems and make more
comprehensive analysis.

5 Open Research Issues

There are a number of challenging issues in
anonymizing P2P systems. First, anonymity is still a
largely unexplored area in P2P systems. Users wish
for more secure anonymous applications; government
and copyright organizations require powerful and effec-
tive surveillance tools to prevent against illegal usage
of anonymous P2P systems; and service providers fo-
cus on the impact of the system reliability if performing
anonymous applications. The ongoing P2P anonymous
work should be designed to deal with the above require-
ments. Unfortunately, these requirements conflict with
each other. Balancing the above requirements needs a
well defined anonymity model and accurate measure-
ment for the degree of anonymity. Beyond these, it is
further concerned that how anonymity services coordi-
nate with other P2P system functions such as the trust
management and incentive mechanism. In the follow-
ing we overview the most heatedly discussed problems
to sketch the main challenges in the anonymous P2P
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approaches.
• Anonymity Evaluation. As we mentioned before,

users need to evaluate their degrees of anonymity pro-
vided by anonymous applications. However, it is ex-
tremely difficult to construct a comprehensive model for
evaluation of the degree of anonymity in unstructured
P2P systems. The reasons include the heterogeneity
and the highly dynamic topology of the P2P system.
The heterogeneity features can be found in most famous
P2P systems. For instance, the link degree of peers fol-
lows the power law relationship; the P2P systems usu-
ally have a small world phenomenon; and the resource
popularity exhibits a Zipf distribution[58]. Meanwhile,
current hybrid P2P systems also show a dense connec-
tion among their super nodes. Currently, most popular
P2P systems hold nearly millions or tens of millions
online users. In such a huge large-scale system, the dis-
tribution and properties of nodes, links, and resources
are too complicated to be easily characterized. There-
fore, the evaluation of anonymity degree is challenging
to researchers and should be explored in unstructured
P2P systems according to the different models and ar-
chitectures.
• Tradeoff Between Performance and Anonymity.

The current anonymity approaches incur extra over-
head to both the system and the participants. The
overhead is caused by encryptions and decryptions,
anonymous transmissions, and mimic traffics. Most ap-
proaches in unstructured P2P systems suffer the ineffi-
ciency problem. On the other hand, tons of researches
have been proposed to improve the performance of
the non-anonymous P2P systems by refining the over-
lay topology, resource localization, and data delivery.
However, most of these studies need the user identi-
ties in their optimization, which would compromise the
anonymity. For anonymous P2P applications, without
the help of identities, such as IP addresses, the perfor-
mance may be severely degraded. Thus, any develop-
ment of anonymous applications has a challenging effect
on the performance of P2P systems. When providing
anonymity, new efficient anonymous solutions will be
urgently required in future P2P research.
• Surveillance and Traceable Measures. P2P systems

provide an open environment in which users can access
the free resources provided by other unknown members.
On the other hand, more and more copyright-protected
productions suffer the illegal downloading via P2P file
sharing. It is really a challenging issue to accurately de-
tect or track illegal file trading or exchange especially
in an anonymous system. Besides enforcing copyright
laws and legislations, techniques for detecting, prevent-
ing, and tracking must be developed to constrain illegal

file uploader’s and downloader’s behaviors in P2P sys-
tems. We have discussed the main attacking methods in
Section 4. In fact, it is important to further study those
attacking methods for fighting against the illegal down-
loading. From the technical viewpoint, future surveil-
lance approaches should be effective to identify illegal
users and gather evidence of their illegal activities. In
particular, researchers should also prevent those attacks
from being abused to compromise the anonymity of le-
gitimate users.
• Trust and Trust Management. Currently, the

conflict is irreconcilable between anonymity and trust.
Most prior approaches of trust and trust management
are identity-based, which means real user identities
are needed to make authentication and verification.
However, this mechanism does not work when con-
sidering user’s anonymity. Even though many anony-
mous schemes correlate a real ID with a pseudonym,
the trust problem becomes more difficult in the proof
of the correlation between these two entities. There-
fore, trust management schemes need to be further ex-
plored in anonymous P2P environments. Combined
with anonymity, trust management systems should deal
with the issues including the authentication[59], verifica-
tion, reputation or credit record storage, auditing, and
misbehavior reporting[60] in anonymous environments.
• Incentive Versus Free-Riding. A free-rider al-

ways consumes resources from others while contribut-
ing a little or nothing to the system. Because of
the open nature of P2P models, the free-riding phe-
nomenon is popular and degrades the system perfor-
mance. Anonymity may exacerbate this problem since
the free-riders cannot be located and selfish behaviors
might be prevalent without any punishment. Most
existing incentive schemes are implemented in non-
anonymous environments[61,62]. In those approaches,
the awards and punishments are related to users’ real
identities. Therefore, it is difficult to build an incentive
mechanism in anonymous environments. Researchers
are encouraged to design incentive schemes that can ef-
fectively correlate the awards and punishments to cer-
tain users without destroying their anonymity.

6 Conclusion

To our knowledge, the approaches discussed in this
paper are either in the theoretical stage or impractical
to be implemented in real P2P applications. The trade-
off between efficiency and anonymity has not been well
balanced. Some challenging issues are to be addressed.
We surveyed the main research results on the anony-
mous P2P computing, and summarized several promis-
ing directions to address the existing problems. We
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believe that, with the increasing effort spent on this
topic, anonymous computing will become practical in
P2P applications in the near future.
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